
Minutes from the Mid-Winter Meeting of SCRA Executive Committee 2019 
 
EC Members Present:  

 

 
Thursday, February 7 
 
Brad welcomed all members of the EC, and EC members introduced themselves.  
 
Brad recalled the recent history of SCRA. He noted that the financial situation has varied, but 
that SCRA is fortunate to have had journal royalties that enabled us to make investments. SCRA 
has been able to accomplish a great deal from the more robust budget made possible by returns 
on investments. But as journal royalties now decrease in a new publishing environment, SCRA 
will have a smaller annual budget. Our ability to work strategically should not limited by budget 
constraints. SCRA is entering a period of evaluation around the impact of our spending as an 
organization. Susan T.H., president elect, will chair a new finance and evaluation committee.  
 
SCRA members discussed meeting norms and goals, including listening well to all voices and 
learning from one another. Brad stressed that attention should be focused on sharing 
accomplishments, visioning, and action plans.  
 
Elizabeth shared an overview of the agenda, which is responsive to last year’s evaluation and 
includes more time for discussion.  
 

Brad Olson (President) 
Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar (Past President)  
Susan Torres Harding (President Elect)  
Jim Cook (Treasurer)   
Elizabeth Thomas (Secretary)x 
Dina Birman (Representative to Council) 
Melissa Strompolis (Member at Large (Membership & Awards))  
Carolyn Joyce Tompsett (Member at Large (APA))  
Scot Evans (Regional Network Coordinator)  
Dominique Thomas (Representative from CERA) 
Erin Godly-Reynolds (Student Representative)   
Joy Agner (Student Representative) 
Simon Coulombe (Representative from Council on Education) 
Nicole Freund (Representative from Practice Council) 
Chris Keys (Representative from Research Council)  
Anne Bogat (Chair, Publications Committee) 
Nicole Allen (Editor, AJCP)  
Susan Wolfe (Editor, TCP)  
Jessica Shaw (Leadership Development Fellow) 
Adam Voight (Leadership Development Fellow) 
Jean Hill (Executive Director)  



Discussion Based on Review of Strategic Plan, Summary Report of Strategic Plan   
 Accomplishments, and Reflections from MWM 2018 Visioning Session  
 
Jean presented a report on the initiatives from the last three years that arose from the 2016 
strategic plan. She described the five strategic priorities and goals, then outlined progress in each 
area:   
 
1. Operations – substantial progress has been made over the last year to make operations more 
efficient and effective. 
 
2. Finance – new membership renewal processes have been instituted, and a new Financial 
Planning and Evaluation Committee has been constituted. The society is interested in developing 
new revenue streams but has been advised by APA that it cannot engage in direct fundraising 
activities. Jean is waiting for APA to share a plan to enable SCRA to implement fundraising 
strategies. 
 
3. Membership – SCRA is enhancing organizational capacity to improve membership growth 
and support councils and interest groups; there is better tracking of membership and membership 
patterns; a Membership Engagement and Professional Development Committee has been 
constituted.  
 
4. Education – a Research Council was created; the Council on Education needs more support. 
 
5. Visibility – TCP went online, which enables publishing more content; the project to develop 
integrative identity stalled, but the administrative team was able to create a new website that is 
doing this identity work effectively, as it is reaching people outside our membership and around 
the world; the e-newsletter drives traffic to the website; and Ashley Simons-Rudolph has been 
hired as the outreach coordinator. 
 
Jean summarized that most progress has been in operations, membership, and visibility, with 
more work to do in finance and education. In thinking about next steps, she suggested that we 
need to work on issues that our membership is enthused about.  
 
Yolanda asked about how we communicate what we have accomplished. Jean noted the SCRA 
annual report, in the form of an infographic, went out in June, and asked for input on other 
strategies. Joy asked about increased use of social media. 
 
Elizabeth asked whether these five strategic priorities still adequately capture our work as an 
organization. Dina suggested that sustainability of the field might not fully be captured in these 
five strategic priorities. Chris suggested that research/scholarship is interconnected and might be 
another pillar. Others suggested that some issues are cross-cutting – such as diversity.  
 
Nicole A. returned our focus to sustainability as a field and impact. Melissa suggested that there 
are values and principles that distinguish us an organization and make us unique. These should 
be better captured in our next iteration of planning.  
 



President Report   
 
Brad highlighted accomplishments of the organization in the last year. He highlighted the 
statement on deportation of immigrants that was led by Gina Langhout and disseminated widely, 
and he suggested that this is the kind of initiative that we want to do more of as an organization.  
 
He discussed efforts to hold APA accountable, including the ban the box initiative led by SCRA 
member Christopher Beasley and challenging APA’s collaboration with the US Department of 
Education in efforts that support discrimination.  
 
He discussed the upcoming biennial meeting in Chicago and noted that SCRA has much better 
capacity to support Biennial meetings now than it did before having an Executive Director.  
 
He expressed support for the Council of Education and noted that this should be a priority for the 
coming year.  
 
Past President Report    
    
The nominations committee presented a slate of officers for election.  
 
Yolanda noted that the Bob Newbrough scholarship fund has been proposed to honor his passion 
and commitment to working across borders by hosting an academic exchange. This led to an EC 
discussion about the naming of awards, and the limited amount of funding available.  
 
Susan W. suggested that we create an endowment fund, and all donations in honor of individuals 
can be included in that fund.  
 
President Elect Report  
    
Award recommendations were provided. ET will follow up with Susan TH to get this from her to 
include in briefing book. 
 
Susan TH shared her work with other divisions of APA, making connections to better advocate 
around non-discrimination in education. She noted her plans to continue to build a bigger tent 
around social justice within APA.  
 
Secretary Report 
  
Elizabeth noted that, in compiling the annual reports, she was reminded of the vitality of the 18 
interest groups in SCRA and appreciated the leadership and engagement in those groups. She 
will be rotating off the EC this summer.  
   
Treasurer Report and Overview of Budget 
 
Jim reported that it has been a challenge that SCRA has not known how much funding we will 
have from Wiley, publisher of AJCP. This has finally been resolved and will make budgeting 



planning clearer. We also have outstanding items that are encumbered from 2017, and APA has 
been unclear about the fund balance for 2018. The biggest challenge moving forward is to meet 
the needs of our organization while experiencing dramatic reductions in funding from Wiley, a 
60% drop in the last two years. This has a significant impact on our annual budget.  
 
Jim suggested that our investments represent our most stable form of income and tapping into 
our reserves would be short-sighted and foolish. We retained our capitol in a very difficult year 
and will continue with the investment management firm we are working with. Budgeting 
recommendations were painful to make, with a $90,000 gap between proposed budget and 
resources available.  
 
EC members asked about why Wiley royalties are decreasing. Jim noted broader trends in 
publishing and a cultural push for open access. There is also less transparency with bundling of 
journals in library subscriptions. Royalties will likely decrease over time, and it is important to 
find other sources of revenue and look at ways to economize.  
 
EC members discussed the question, “under what circumstances would we spend the money that 
we have saved? Are we arguing that we would never touch the principle? Would it ever be better 
to spend the money now to build the field?” These questions were not resolved, but several EC 
members expressed the view that we do not have the data that say increased expenditures would 
build the field in a meaningful way.  
 
Questions were also raised about the possibility of raising our membership fees and costs for 
biennials.  
 
Discussion of Strategic Plan and Vision 
 
EC members brainstormed issues that they wished to return to during the MWM in later 

discussions. They are listed here. Note also that these questions were organized 
into themes by Scot Evans and used as a foundation for small group discussions 
on Saturday morning.  

 
Social Media, how pieces “go viral” 
What form does strategic planning take moving forward? 
Sustainability of the field 
Membership dues 
Strategic priorities – where is sustainability and is it broader than education? 
Communication to membership about accomplishments 
Diversity and Awards 
Budget 
Relationship to APA 
Current realities – name those realities – what data do we need to name those better?  
Supporting existing education programs – how do we support struggling programs, how do we 

support lone community psychologists in small institutions and interdisciplinary 
programs, supporting pipeline into graduate programs? 

Human and financial capital growth – how do we invest in people and in communities?  



Conversation about mini-grants – how do we serve communities, and is that part of our mission? 
How do we give resources to local communities and to build communities as an 
organization?  

How do we quantify our work and its impact? Does it make a difference that community 
psychology exists?  

Strengths-based approach – how do we leverage the exciting work that is happening already in 
the organization through the councils, committees, and interest groups? How do 
we capitalize on our strengths?  

What are the things we disagree about? Where are the important tensions and conflicts? We 
agree on the big goals, but what are the strategies with the most impact?  

How do we most effectively bring program directors together? 
Evaluation – how do we evaluate our work more effectively?  
Graduate student wellness – how do we better support graduate students who are struggling 

financially and with mental health issues? Our field could demonstrate leadership 
in this area? 

How do we more intentionally recruit students with diversity and equity in mind? 
Partnerships and organizational collaboration – how can we raise awareness about potential 

partnerships (e.g., interest group in AERA, AEA)? 
International Presence – how we define ourselves in relation to others? International committee? 
Undergraduate focus – how do we support undergraduate interest group and e-book?  
 
Friday, February 8th  
 
Executive Director Report 
 
Jean worked with the COE to restructure how academic programs are featured on the website. 
She suggested that we look to the Portland State program site as an example to follow. 
 
SCRA hosted 19 webinars, including Criminal Justice, Undergraduate, Practice, and Diversity 
series. The SCRA video contest is underway. 
 
EC discussed cost savings for moving member services in house rather than using AMC and the 
utility of basecamp.  
 
Members at Large Report 
    
Carolyn reported that the last APA conference was in San Francisco and included a shared social 
hour with Philosophical Psychology; in 2019, they are planning a social hour with Peace 
Psychology and with Philosophical Psychology focused on Critical Psychology.  
 
EC members asked about whether Divisions for Social Justice can help with communications; 
Carolyn will reach out to Brad to make sure social hours are publicized.  
 
Carolyn reminded EC members that funding requests vary by year. While the funding request is 
minimal this year, it will be larger next year. 
 



Students are encouraged to participate in social hours. Student Reps asked to be kept in the loop 
as local planning efforts emerge.  
 
Melissa presented the recommendations for awards – ET get slate from Susan and Melissa 
 
The EC voted unanimously to approve the recommended slate (2 members recused themselves) 
 
Melissa led a discussion of the Kalafat awards. The Presidential stream will take up this 
discussion with Mo and Bill.  
 
This led to a broader discussion of named awards and how that enables and constrains 
nominations in multiple ways. How do we recognize our members beyond our awards? The EC 
decided to call a task force on recognition/awards. Each committee, council, and interest group 
should take up this question and provide information about this to the task force. The task force 
will gather information from the membership about these issues through this process.    
 
Student Representatives Report 
 
A needs assessment for student members was conducted and led to the development of a 
Mentoring Taskforce, with Erin and Dominique as co-chairs. They will work to support 
mentoring at the biennial. Carolyn also serves as representative from the Membership 
Engagement and Professional Development Committee. Additional taskforce volunteers include 
Fabricio Balcazar, Tiffany Jiminez, and Nicole Freund, and a representative from the Council on 
Education.  
 
Regional Network Coordinator Report 
 
US regions are very active, with a focus on regional conferences.  
 
International regions are less active, with exception of Slovakia, hosting an annual conference.  
 
Scot will reach out to regions that are less active this spring and support new leadership. He will 
onboard a new regional network coordinator this summer.  
 
Anne suggested connections to book series editors in South Africa.  
 
Brad announced a visiting professor opportunity at American University in Cairo.  
 
Representative to APA Council Report  
 
Dina was unable to go to the August APA meeting, so Susan McMahon represented SCRA. 
 
Dina voiced concerns with APA merging two arms of the organization, as it represents a conflict 
of interest and increases the dominance of clinical practice. While she spoke against it in council, 
this merger has gone forward.  
 



Dina also raised concerns about the proposed revision of an APA policy regulating policy 
statements by divisions. The society will work with other social justice divisions to oppose this 
revision. 
 
Council Reports 
    
Council on Education 
 Simon provided highlights of the report, including strategies to support community 
psychology graduate programs. There will be a one-day pre-biennial workshop for program 
directors to discuss challenges and actions to address these challenges. Many programs are 
expressing concerns that they are not thriving, and this has an impact on our sustainability as a 
field.  
 
Dina offered support for the program directors meeting at biennial and suggested opening up the 
meeting to anyone interested. Others suggested that it will be important for networks to be 
mobilized to stress how important this meeting will be. EC wants to help support and provide 
input on how to structure the day. Simon will circulate a draft agenda. 
 
Jean suggested that the CoE move to a formal structure of past-president, president, and 
president elect.  
 
Practice Council 
 
Nicole F. is working with others to rejuvenate the leadership in the coming month. Several 
initiatives continue, including the Ask the Advisor project as part of the toolbox. The community 
practice bulletin is undergoing a self-evaluation. Peer consultation calls offer opportunity for 
connection among practitioners with a featured topic or speaker, entitled “Raising your Practice 
Game.” A number of excellent contributions are planned for the biennial.  
 
Nicole stressed that mini-grants are very popular among the practitioners, and not funding them 
will be a challenge. She suggested that we need some thoughtful discussion about how to 
communicate support for the practice council. Questions were raised about how SCRA supports 
communities directly without mini-grants, and the EC agreed to return to this question.  
 
Research Council 
 
Chris provided a brief history of the research council, which began work after the last biennial. It 
has been quite active in the last two years, developing the research fellows program. They have 
identified sustainability of CP as a serious concern, with limited scholarship in AJCP coming 
from within our field and a need for mentoring around research for junior faculty. Funds 
supported two fellowships, and mentors have been identified. Two additional faculty will be 
mentored without fellowship funding. The funding goes toward research training and support.  
 
EC members raised questions about how to support practitioners to publish in our field. Could 
there be support mechanisms for collaborations between academic and non-academic 
practitioners? IRBs and access to academic libraries are difficult barriers.  



 
A question was also raised about junior faculty not getting tenure. How do we know this is a 
problem? We need to collect this data to better understand this issue.  
 
A final question was asked about why more community psychologists are not publishing in 
AJCP? Nicole A. responded that AJCP is currently examining where submissions are coming 
from and is encouraging community psychologists not to select out of publishing in AJCP.  
 
Publications and Publications Committee Reports 
 
AJCP 
Nicole A. discussed open access and its implications. “Plan S” will not allow submissions to 
hybrid journals like AJCP for publicly funded projects.  
 
In the coming year, Nicole A. plans to push forward on a project to create “virtual issues” among 
journals at Wiley, for example, on violence against women. She has changed the acceptance 
letter to create more linkages to SCRA, and they are working to add associate editors.  
 
TCP 
Susan reported that TCP is now caught up in its publication schedule. Moving to online version 
has allowed for more content. She is encouraging special features, including interdisciplinary 
centers to submit description of their work. Dominique is doing a great job as associate editor.  
 
EC members discussed how to make TCP more visible.  
 
Anne expressed appreciation for Susan and Dominique’s great first year on the job. 
 
Book Series 
 
New editors, Rebecca Campbell and Robin Miller, began their work this year.  
 
Publications Committee 
 
Anne is working with e-book editors, and she shared the first chapter with the EC. She will step 
down as Chair of the Publications Committee this year.  
 
Public Policy Committee 
 
Melissa raised the concern that policy is not represented on the EC, even as there is a great deal 
of passion, expertise, and momentum in this area. It is also one of the main strategic priorities of 
the organization. She also noted that the public policy practicum for graduate students is a great 
model that other committee could adopt. 
 
 
 
 



Visibility and Engagement Committee 
 
Jean suggested that entry point pieces are needed for the website, particularly from the leadership 
of SCRA. She also asked that EC members amplify social media and newsletter posts. Finally, 
she encouraged professors to include links to communitypsychology.com in teaching materials 
and educational platforms.  
 
Jim asked if there was a direct connection between SCRA website and 
communitypsychology.com? There will be… Jean will create this connection.  
 
Evaluation and Planning Committee 
 
Susan reported that the new committee has been constituted, and it will begin work on evaluation 
of our initiatives this year.  
 
Nicole F. suggested that we develop a theory of change that can be used to guide evaluation.  
 
International Committee 
 
They requested funds for travel to the biennial.  
 
Jean and ET need to look at P&P around travel grants.  
 
Women’s Committee 
 
Jean and Brad will help the committee in transitioning to new leadership. 
 
Interest Groups and Other Budget Proposals 
 
Jean and ET will follow up to support the small number of interest groups currently in leadership 
transition.  
 
Leadership Development Fellows  
 
Bret Kloos joined us by zoom. He shared the history of the program, a presidential initiative 
modeled after the Asian American Psychological Association fellowship program. They are now 
in the second cohort, with three fellows, two of whom are attending the MWM. If needed, a third 
cohort would be recruited this spring. Bret and Gina Hijawa, co-leaders, need to step out this 
spring and turn over leadership. 
 
Adam and Jess shared their experiences as fellows. (Noe couldn’t be at the meeting). They are 
working on a project collaboratively to support lone community psychologists working in 
academic and practice settings. They are learning more about others’ experiences in a mixed-
methods research project.  
 



Jean and ET need to follow up to get this in the P&P and Presidential Stream needs to work on 
succession plan.     
 
Budget Discussion 
 
EC amended the proposed budget for the regional networks to include a cap of $700 for US 
regions (including correction of an omission in the budget line for the SE region). 
 
EC voted to not spend SCRA money on alcohol at MWM, with unanimous approval. 
 
EC voted unanimously to approve the amended budget, with 2 abstentions. 
 
Saturday, February 9 
 
CERA report (postponed due to illness) 
 
Dominique provided an overview of CERA’s accomplishments, including a monthly zoom 
meeting, a newsletter, the creation of a diversity, inclusion, and equity statement approved by 
SCRA, a chapter on oppression and power for the open access textbook, co-chairing a mentoring 
task force, co-editing a special journal issue on Black Lives Matter, working on a survey to 
understand members needs for workshops and webinars, and presentations submitted for the 
2019 biennial 
 
Needs for 2019 include honorariums for racial justice webinars and a social hour at Biennial.  
 
EC members asked questions about how to support CERA. Dominique noted that leaders spread 
thin because of multiple projects. Initiatives related to diversity and equity need to be hosted 
across SCRA, not just the responsibility of CERA; we need, for example, a wider network of 
mentors and we need to make sure we follow through on initiatives. 
 
EC members discussed the membership survey, which includes stories that could be used to raise 
awareness. The student survey also indicates that diversity and inclusion is a priority. 
 
Susan Wolfe suggested that she would like to do something in the TCP to raise awareness of 
members’ experiences. 
 
Yolanda suggested a multi-tier approach to micro aggressions at the biennial, including the 
opening plenary. 
 
Dominique raised another concern about having to go outside our field to find the scholars we 
need to do our work. Our history of psychology and community psychology is very white and 
male, the founders of the field are all white and it is alienating to learn only about the great white 
men.  
  



As discussion moved back to the biennial, Jess suggested that we need to do something with the 
membership data that we have collected, and we need to make sure that we don’t create “pseudo 
safe” spaces. 
 
Simon suggested that intersectional work is needed, for example being a French speaker at an 
English language conference or being a student who identifies as LGBT. 
 
Melissa suggested that we look not only at interpersonal dynamics, but also at larger structural 
components like citations and references.  
 
Nicole A. added that we should not just focus on individual education and awareness, but create 
content for curriculum in our courses, and include time keepers at biennials. As a structural 
problem, it needs structural solutions. 
 
Discussion continued, with others adding that we talk a great game, but don’t reflect upon 
ourselves very well. It isn’t enough to be better than the rest of psychology. We need to create 
new dynamics. 
 
Association of Black Psychologists has separated from APA, and this might be a model for us. 
Do our structures support our mission and values? 
 
Can we use the work that CERA has already done, for example, the statement on diversity and 
inclusion? One suggestion is to ask those who turn in the annual report to use the statement 
approved by SCRA to answer the question on diversity. 
 
Implications for the biennial were summarized, including honoring time and time keepers, not 
making assumptions about people’s status (e.g., student when they are professor, younger than 
they are), demonstrating curiosity about all presentations in a symposium, not just one. Give due 
credit, listen, avoid “mansplaining” - learning from those who practice cultural humility.  
 
Reflections and Discussion of Strategic Plan – Moving from Visions to Action 
 
Starting with Current Realities, Developed by EC on Thursday/Friday, Organized by Scot Evans 
for discussion on Saturday (see Appendix) 
 
Small groups met, then reported out:  
 
Financial group (Anne Bogat)  

• we are resourceful and can work through difficult times;  
• we need to commit to rebuilding our resource base;  
• we must communicate with membership and partner with them to get help;  
• how to cut the budget – different strategies include administration, weakest programs, 

across the board, or according to priorities – we need to create a more clear-cut rationale 
for budgeting 

• could we ask for matching funds? Can we leverage other resources, for example, to bring 
program directors together? Can we raise our dues? Can we up biennial registration fees 



and late registration fees? Use pre-conference workshops as money making? Can we get 
sponsors for the biennial? Can we cut the MWM budget?  

• Fundraising - develop our fundraising capabilities, utilize the group of past presidents to 
do fundraising, APA needs to give us guidance about fundraising  

• Responsibility of EC 
 

Diversity, equity, and inclusion group (Yolanda)  
• SCRA will live up to its statement, particularly at the 2019 Biennial,  
• create diversity ambassadors - volunteers who will take the pulse of participants; 
• guidelines for moderators that can be distributed and discussed prior to the biennial;  
• attention to when diversity content is scheduled  
• Responsibility of Biennial Planning Committee, CERA, EC, Exec Director; Carolyn, 

APA MAL 
 
APA group (Carolyn)  
 
APA itself: 

• Identity as lobbyists for clinical practitioners 
• Leader for new Advocacy group has history as staffer for conservative Republican with 

poor ratings from ACLU, HRC, Planned Parenthood 

Positives/negatives: 

• Legal support 
• Clout— example of deportation piece being picked up because it came from APA, even 

SCRA being elided 
• Handles our finances 

o Unofficial interest-free loans 
o Saves us $$ on treasurer assistants 
o Avoids errors, ex taxes 

• Interdisciplinary contact and collaboration 
• Change from within 

o Slow but real 
o Provide a necessary check 
o Who? 

§ Relevant divisions 
§ SCRA APA Council representative— important to have APA/SCRA 

members continue to vote so we keep this 
• Divisions being asked to seeking APA approval for policy statements or signing on to 

others’ statements 
o “Obligation to act in the best interests of APA” 
o History of SCRA sending APA our statements as an FYI 
o Now being asked to involve APA to developing the statements 

 



 
Sustainability group (Susan T.H.)  

• supporting the CoE in their upcoming biennial pre-meeting for program directors 
• supporting students 
• Erin and Susan will consult with Simon to share information from student membership 

survey 
• Research council will support the meeting of the program directors (Dina and Nicole 

Allen) 
• Workforce analysis - where do students get jobs? What does the pipeline look like? 

(Adam and Nicole Allen)  
 
Wrap Up – Final Thoughts 
 
What did we learn at this meeting? 
 
Urgency of diversity, equity, and inclusion 
 
Let’s do some process things to help facilitate the meeting - take straw poll, stacking, other 
techniques to facilitate good discussion. We have good goals around participation and reducing 
hierarchies, but we don’t adequately use tools.  
 
 
 
  



Appendix (Framing for Saturday Discussion, Created by Scot Evans) 
 
In Here 

• SCRA Finances: Decreased association revenue due to revised agreement with 
Wiley. 

• Ongoing worries over sustainability and growth of the field 
• Evaluation needs: goals/outcomes, theory of change, mini-grant initiatives.  
• Ongoing need to increase diversity and support diverse leadership 
• Strengths and momentum 

o Some success increasing CP visibility 
o Good progress on partnerships 
o Good number of interest groups, but some not active 
o Strong CP Practice wing 

 
In Between 

• Unsatisfactory/unsettling (unnecessary?) relationship with APA 
 
Out There 

• Open-access trend (opportunity and challenge) 
 
Once in small groups, teams can work to generate: 1) a vision for a more preferred state related 
to their topic, 2) some draft ideas for how to start moving in that direction.  
 
 
Strengths, momentum, successes 
Strengthened operations 
Some success increasing CP visibility 

• New website, social media presence 
• (What new goals need to be set?) 

Good progress on partnerships – interorganizational Collaborations 
• (What else should be done?) 

Good number of interest groups, but some not active 
Strong CP Practice wing 

• Challenging to access to academic resources- library, IRB 
• (How best to continue support?) 
• (How/if to support direct work in/with community?) 

 
SCRA Finances: Decreased revenue due to revised agreement with Wiley.  

• But healthy investments/nest egg. 
• (What decisions need to be made about mini grants?) 
• (How do we better evaluate what we are spending money on? Priorities for eval?) 
• (Are membership dues too low?) 
• (Under what circumstances will we ever spend investment balance?) 

 
Sustainability and growth of the field 



• Some Ed programs struggling 
o (Why? which ones are not? Why?) 
o (How to support struggling programs?) 
o (What can we ask of deans/chairs re: COE? e.g. dues, travel costs) 
o Develop strategy for a meeting of program directors that is more intensive than 

the 45 minutes at the 2017 biennial. 
• “Lone actors” – CP faculty alone in departments 

o SCRA Leadership Fellows project 
o (Who/where are they? What affiliations?) 
o (How do we best support them?) 

• Supporting early career: Research council 
o (Are CP faculty on TT not getting tenure? Lack of data) 

• Not enough CP submissions to AJCP? (high rejection rate; myths) 
• Undergraduate courses in CP? How to support? Make easier? 
• Awards – need new plan 

o (task force?) 
• GJCCP? JCP (also Wiley)? Opportunities? Journal of Social Issues? 

 
Strategy, Strategic direction 

• Having a Strategic Plan? Process? 
• Working across interest groups and councils? 
• Use of listservs? 

 
SCRA Diversity and Inclusion  

• Limited people of color in field.  
• How CP/Psy is taught, history (online textbook?) 
• Negative experiences (survey – how to report data?) 
• Microaggressions. We can do better. 
• Role of our awards 
• Recruitment of students and leadership 
• (Structural/process responses? What goals do we have? Training? Intersectional 

approach?) 
• (How to celebrate history/accomplishments without risking #scrasowhite) 

 
Evaluation needs:  

• Goals/outcomes, theory of change, defining community impact, and mini-grant 
initiatives.  

 
===OUT 
Open-access trend (opportunity and challenge) 

• New CP text 
o (How does SCRA support? Diverse contributions? International Perspective?) 

• Plan-S (make all scientific works free to read as soon as they are published - France, the 
United Kingdom, the Netherlands and eight other European nations) 

• Strong self-interest against OA (we get $ from contract) 



• Small Uni’s, international institutions not able to afford.  
• Some scholars looking for open-access options – principled stance 
• (Things are changing; how do we prepare?) 

 
 
 
 
===IN BETWEEN 
Unsatisfactory/unsettling (unnecessary?) relationship with APA 

• New policies set stage for conflict 
• Pros and cons for remain/leave 
•  (Why stay with APA?) 

 
 
Additional questions: 
How do we build upon our strategic plan? 
How do we work across councils, committees, and interest groups? 
 
 


